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From the Business Meeting
The rent on our units has been paid for the year; the next will be in June 2016.
We will check on batting at the after Thanksgiving sale at Joann’s. The 50 yard rolls are hard to handle to
cut into yard pieces.
Carolyn bought some yarn on sale at Craftsy. We will check there for batting.
We have had some leaks in our storage unit and in the halls. We discussed moving, but agree that would
be very difficult, even to move in the same area. We will watch and see what we can do if the leaks get
worse and can’t be fixed.
We have given out 393 layettes (12,620 items) this year and 94 burials. The count for November was 28
layettes (976 items) and 10 burials.
Susan had a call from a representative of a woodworking group to see if we could use yarn boles (for
winding yarns) as a fund raiser. We did not see how we would benefit from it. Susan will check further.
The board was elected unanimously.
Mercy Care has asked for 31 bags for December. They only request bags quarterly but it is a big addition
to our needs. We would like to have anyone who can make a few more items so we can meet the needs.
The 31 bags consist of
124 each- gowns, sleepers, lap-front shirts, receiving blankets
62 each – fabric hats, bibs. Pr. Socks, washcloths
31 each - quilts, afghans, sweater sets, changing pads, sleep sacks
We will have a table at the Sewing and Quilting Expo in March. Debbie and Leon will handle it.
We will be giving small afghans with the small bunting burials as a remembrance for the parents. The
blankets should be 14” X 14” in white or pastel colors. The rent on our units has been paid for the year;
the next will be in June 2016.
We will check on batting at the after Thanksgiving sale at Joann’s. The 50 yard rolls are hard to handle to
cut into yard pieces.
Carolyn bought some yarn on sale at Craftsy. We will check there for batting.
We have had some leaks in our storage unit and in the halls. We discussed moving, but agree that would
be very difficult, even to move in the same area. We will watch and see what we can do if the leaks get
worse and can’t be fixed.

We have given out 393 layettes (12,620 items) this year and 94 burials. The count for November was 28
layettes (976 items) and 10 burials.
Susan had a call from a representative of a woodworking group to see if we could use yarn boles (for
winding yarns) as a fund raiser. We did not see how we would benefit from it. Susan will check further.
The board was elected unanimously.
Mercy Care has asked for 31 bags for December. They only request bags quarterly but it is a big addition
to our needs. We would like to have anyone who can make a few more items so we can meet the needs.
The 31 bags consist of
124 each- gowns, sleepers, lap-front shirts, receiving blankets
62 each – fabric hats, bibs. Pr. Socks, washcloths
31 each - quilts, afghans, sweater sets, changing pads, sleep sacks
We will have a table at the Sewing and Quilting Expo in March. Debbie and Leon will handle it.
We will be giving small afghans with the small bunting burials as a remembrance for the parents. The
blankets should be 14” X 14” in white or pastel colors.

Needs for the month
Gowns
Sleepers
Lap-front shirts – boys
Fabric hats
Sleepsacks – especially girls
Receiving blankets
Quilts
Large Tote bags

Next Meetings
Pre-pack will be Wednesday, December 2, 9:30 AM at Your Extra Attic, 130 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Sugar Hill.
Business Meeting is Monday, December 7, 10:15 AM at Atlanta Sewing Center, Duluth Hwy., Duluth.

